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❝We know about as much
about software quality
problems as they knew
about the Black Plague
in the 1600s.❞
—Tom Van Vleck



❝We've seen the victims'
agonies and helped burn
the corpses. We don't know
what causes it; We just suffer
and keep pouring our sewage
into our water supply.❞
—Tom Van Vleck



❝I still believe in abstraction,
but now I know that
one ends with abstraction,
not starts with it.❞
—Alexander Stepanov



❝I learned that one has to
adapt abstractions to reality
and not the other way around.❞
—Alexander Stepanov



❝LISP programmers know
the value of everything and
the cost of nothing.❞
—Alan Perlis



(Latter goes for most highlevel languages)
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Social: User vs Author
read vs write
controlled vs control



Social: Monoculture vs Diversity
Beware of the recursive nature of this

Languages
Communities
Philosophies
MO's



Process: Edit vs Execute
design
edit
build
test
version
review
deploy
document

rinse & repeat



Social: Old vs new (ideas)
Virtual machines
Lambda calculus
Garbage collection
Immutabiltity
Declarative programming
Constraint programming
...



Past = Now
Many old ideas more relevant today
than when they were first had

(not just in tech)



Example: Immutability
Different world view
Leads to completely different architectures
Less error prone
Requirement for safe concurrency
Stateless values vs stateful (value) locations
Time machine ability
Centralization vs Decentralization
Web vs Blockchain
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❝Software efficiency
halves every 18 months,
compensating Moore’s Law.❞
—David May

http://www.cs.bris.ac.uk/~dave/benhpc.pdf


Social: Synthesis vs Sampling
Basically, qualitative differences
in grain size of raw "materials" (concepts)

Copy & paste culture

Synthesis approach:
less implicit symbolisms / conceptual dependencies
more lightweight
more freedom of expression
increased learning effect



Social: Expectations
Results vs knowledge / experience
Test/validation driven education vs selfguided learning
Learning to learn
Teaching to learn



Social: Novice vs Expert
Novice: Paradox of choice
Expert: Lack of choice (monoculture)



❝Debugging is twice as hard as
writing code in the first place.
Therefore, if you write the code
as cleverly as possible,
you are, by definition,
not smart enough to debug it.❞
—Brian Kernighan
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Complexity: Simple vs Easy





Rich Hickey: Simple made Easy
infoq.com/presentations/Simple-Made-Easy

http://www.infoq.com/presentations/Simple-Made-Easy


Simple ↔ Complex

Easy → Complex



Complexity: Adding layers



❝Layers impose constraints
who can call what & when.
Data, however,
transcends layers!❞
—Samuel A. Falvo II
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(Sweeping-under-the-rug syndrome)



Complexity: Adding layers
Wrapping:
Often used to hide existing complexity behind "easy" facade
Additional maintenance, bugs
Lack of insight & learning opportunity for users

Frameworks vs libraries
Dependency cost issues (lang vs lang + framework)

What is the long term cost of wrapping culture?



Complexity: Overgeneralisation



❝Every program attempts to
expand until it can read mail.
Those which cannot are
replaced by those which can.❞
—Jamie Zawinski



Complexity: Overgeneralisation
General purpose vs domain specific
Potential vs required flexibility (Future-proofing)
Overzealous configuration
Toolchains

Code generation
DSLs







Domain Specific Languages



❝Any sufficiently complex C
program contains an ad-hoc,
bug-ridden and slow
implementation of half of
Common Lisp.❞
—Greenspun's 10th rule



Big Ball of Mud
Brian Foote's classic essay:

www.laputan.org/mud/

http://www.laputan.org/mud/
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❝Successes point into the past.
Failures point towards
the future.❞
—Robert Henke



Experimentation as process
Requirements:

Environment (physical/mental) to allow for experiments
Conscious selection bias towards non-mainstream
Long-term vs short-term effects / benefits / costs
Tooling
Dogfood it!
Documentation (!)



(Meta)Toolmaking
toxiclibs (2006 - 2012)
thi.ng (2011 - ...)

Each project 5+ years of development time
Basis of all professional work done
Select clients which support development (directly / indirectly)
Open source for feedback & validation





toxiclibs x V&A
From 2008-2011, Victoria & Albert museum
most important project sponsor (in hindsight)

Love the fact that a cultural institution
filled that role!

Danke!



toxiclibs x education
Bezalel Jerusalem
CIID Copenhagen
ETH Zürich
HEAD Geneva
Metropolitan University London
MSA Münster
SAC Frankfurt
UCP Porto
UID Umeå
Universität Wuppertal







thi.ng
Currently 23+ projects / libraries

Clojure
Clojurescript
GLSL
OpenCL
C
Forth

http://thi.ng




thi.ng x Google
Commissions indirectly supported
further development of several
open source libraries:

thi.ng/geom (multiple modules)
thi.ng/color
thi.ng/luxor
thi.ng/morphogen
thi.ng/shadergraph
thi.ng/trio
thi.ng/validate

http://thi.ng/geom
http://thi.ng/color
http://thi.ng/luxor
http://thi.ng/morphogen
http://thi.ng/shadergraph
http://thi.ng/trio
http://thi.ng/validate


workshop.thi.ng
Monthly, intensive 2/3-day workshops, internationally

So far:

London
Berlin
Belgrade
Bratislava
Gwangju

http://workshop.thi.ng


workshop.thi.ng
Clojure/script intro & advanced
Dataviz
Digital Fabrication
DSP
Embedded devices (baremetal ARM programming)
Game development techniques
Generative design
Genetic programming & DSLs
Linked Data
OpenGL / WebGL / GLSL
OpenCL
...

http://workshop.thi.ng


Low Fat Computing
(title borrowed from Andreas Wagner)

http://twitter.com/lowfatcomputing


Charles Moore



❝Forth does it differently.
There is no syntax,
no redundancy, no typing.
No indentation.
No hooks, No compatibility.
No files. No operating system.❞
—Charles Moore



@forthcharlie
Low-level & Forth related
Links
Research
Experiments

http://twitter.com/forthcharlie


forth.thi.ng
In-browser Forth VM & REPL prototype
Test bed for various small language experiments

Control structures (conditionals, iteration/recursion etc.)
Datatypes (list, hashmap etc.)
Meta-programming
WebAudio
Forth → GLSL shader transpiler
...

*) somewhat buggy UI

https://youtu.be/NU4PSkA3pAE?t=2m10s
https://youtu.be/30s3mgrkzQ0?t=2m3s


thi.ng/synstack
Synth/DSP library
20+ operators (oscillators, signal gens, filters, algebra, envelopes...)
Sample precise modulations
Configurable sample rate & latency
Primarily targetted at embedded devices (but ANSI C11)
Currently 27KB compiled (for 32bit ARM, incl. all DSP ops)
Polyphony only limited by CPU capabilities

Public release forthcoming

Used as teaching tool in workshops



thi.ng/synstack

Being rewritten as Forth VM
DSL for synth definitions
Live coding (directly on device)

Sporadic project updates:
hackaday.io

http://hackaday.io/project/9374








Live improvisation demo
soundcloud.com/forthcharlie/stm32f7-live-recording-resonate

STM32F7 discovery board + Korg nanoKontrol2

https://soundcloud.com/forthcharlie/stm32f7-live-recording-resonate


YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3lL-ZxyrHiE


YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41FKE3PYjnE


thanks :)
@toxi
@forthcharlie

thi.ng
workshop.thi.ng

soundcloud.com/forthcharlie

http://twitter.com/toxi
http://twitter.com/forthcharlie
http://thi.ng
http://workshop.thi.ng
http://soundcloud.com/forthcharlie

